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NOTICE – CHAPTER MEETING 2 2019
Sent out 2019-04-24 according to our statues.

NOTICE SM2

Time of meeting: May 13th 17:30 at TC
Last day of motions: April 30th
Welcome!
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AGENDA – CHAPTER MEETING 2 2019
1. Formalities
1.1 Opening of the meeting
1.2 Authorized notice of the meeting
1.3 Co-opts (Adjungeringar)
1.4 Election of adjustor and tellers (Justerare och rösträknare)
1.5 Accepting the agenda
1.6 Clearing of last agenda
1.7 Request for further questions

2. Reports
2.1 The board reports
2.2 Ledningsgruppen reports
2.3 Accountant reports
2.4 Reception coordinator reports
2.5 KF-delegates reports (Student Union Council)
2.6 THS-Centralt reports
2.7 Engagement report
2.8 Other reports

3. Propositions
3.1 Proposition Time limits during elections
3.2 Proposition Election committee
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4. Motions
4.1 Motion Discharge of 2018 officials

5. Election
5.1 Auditor
5.2 Alumnicontact
5.1 Bilmekaniker
5.1 Mutmästare
5.3 Ph.D
5.4 Skyddsombud
5.1 Sektionsspion
5.5 TFNR
5.6 Valfångare

6. Election of recipient of Flygsketionens prize for teacher
of the year
7. Election of recipient of Flygsketionens prize for friend
of the year
8. Election of Kjölswyn
9. Presentation of this years Pheus-theme
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10. Other questions
11. Toast to the Iron and the carbon fibre
10.35 Beer and sandwich in memory of Pvt. Johannesson
11. Toast to the Iron and the carbon fibre
12. Formal ending of the meeting and immediate march to
Tennstopet
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Proposition – Chapter meeting 2 2019
Time limit during elections
Background:
Electing roles takes an unnecessary amount of time during chapter meetings. In order to
make chapter meetings more efficient and equal the Board believes that implementing a time
limit to the length of presentations, questioning time and discussion time would be
beneficial.
Decision:
That1 Implement a 5 minute time limit per presentation, a 10 minute time limit for questions
and a 20 minute time limit for discussions with a extension of 20 minutes if there is more
than one person applying. The time limit can be extended by the chapter with a vote during
the meeting if requested.

_________________________
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Proposition – Chapter meeting 2 2019
Election committee

Background
The elections at Flygsektionen are slow and inefficient. The Board believes that creating an
Election Committee will facilitate the process and ensure a higher degree of equality, so that
the evaluation of candidates isn´t solely based on stage performance.

Overview:
It´s the Committee´s responsibility to:
• promote the elections during chapter meetings by advertising the available positions.
• collect nominations and candidacies,
• interview candidates
• declare statements about the candidates and have the authority to recommend candidates.
• present a short document before the meeting declaring the qualities of each candidate.

Decision:
That1 we create an Election committee that has the responsibilities as shown above. The
Election committee will arrange the elections administered by Flygsektionen in accordance
to the statutes and bylaws of Flygsektionen.
That 2 The Election Committee will consist of six members, three are elected during chapter
meeting 3 and the other three are elected during chapter meeting 1. Members of the election
committee are in office for a year.
That 3 Remove the position Valfångare.
_________________________
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Motion Flygsektionen Chaptermeeting 2 2019
Regarding discharge of 2018 Officials
Erik Molitor, Matilda Eriksson, Niklas Johan Björk

MOTION – DISCHARGE OF 2018 OFFICIALS
Errand:
Background:
In the Statues § 5.2, part 3 it states that last year’s president should have written the annual report by 1st of April the year
after his/her/their operational year. This have not been met this year because there are some economy details left to book. The
auditors have therefore not been able to revise last year’s activities prior to this chapter meeting. The board of 2018 believes
that the bookkeeping will be finished before chapter meeting 3.

Plea:
By the reasons above I/we plea:
that1: The discharge of the board and management team of 2018 is delayed until chapter meeting 3.

____________________________________
Author: Erik Molitor, Niklas Björk and Matilda Eriksson
Date: 2/5-2019
Meeting: SM2
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Engagement Report
1.Introduction
2. Questionnaire
3.Interviews
5.Conclusions
6.Recommendations
7.Appendix
7.1Questionnaire
7.2Questionnaire answers
7.3 Interview questions

1.Introduction
During the last few years Flygsektionen have had a declining level of engagement from our
members both in filling positions as well as number of people attending the events. The
purpose of this report is to try to answer why this has happened and how we as a chapter
can change this trend.
In order to obtain a more comprehensive picture of how our current level of engagement we
decided that the best method to do this would be a short questionnaire. The argument being
that a short questionnaire is both easy to distribute and thus generating a large quantity of
answers as well as making sure the task of filling out the questionnaire not being
overwhelming.
The questionnaire consisted of both a quantitative part and a qualitative part, aiming to
create both a statistical result of how widely spread the engagement problem is as well as a
more analytical result of why people have chosen to be engaged or have not wanting to be
engaged in the section.
In order to see what we as Flygsektionen can do to change this trend we performed a
number of ínterviews with other chapter at KTH who doesn't have the same problem to see
what the differences there are between their chapter and Flygsektionen. The chapters
chosen and the reason we chose them are as followed:
“Sektionen för Civilingenjör & Lärare (CL)” as they have by far the most amount of voters in
the elections for the student union council as well as a unproportional amount of engaged
students at THS central.

“Sektionen för Industriell ekonomi (I)” because they do not have any vacancy problems at a
chapter level and have multiple positions with multiple applicants. The size of I is also
roughly the same Flygsektionen.
“Samhällsbyggnadssektionen (S)” because they do not have any vacancy problems at a
chapter level and have multiple positions with multiple applicants. This chapter is also
roughly twice the size of Flygsektionen.
“Maskinsektionen (M)” because of their large variety of activities and possible sub
organisations that their members can be engaged within.
The interviews were conducted with board members of the different chapters to make sure
they had a good knowledge of their own chapter. The argument behind why we choose to
obtain the information through this method was that we wanted qualitative and not
quantitative information about the sections.

2. Questionnaire
The questionnaire that was sent out held a mix of both quantitative and qualitative question.
The quantitative questions with their corresponding results will be presented while for the
qualitative questions a fully extensive report over the opinions of the chapter members can’t
be made in a reasonable way. Rather, a set of excerpts of recurring opinions - as interpreted
by the report authors - will be presented1. The full questionnaire (English version) is available
in Appendix 1, a summation of the responses in Appendix 2.
Quantitative part:
Total number of responses: 200
Of which:
Gender:
M:
153
F:
44
Other/Prefer not say: 3
T-year:
18:
17:
<17:
Has/intend to have engagement:

94
52
30
93

Hasn’t engaged within the chapter: 92
Qualitative part:
1

Since several questionnaire have some empty fields, numbers may not always add up to the total
amount. Also, double counting may occur in the case of people leaving reasons in the quantitative
part.

Among those who responded positively to the preceding engagement question, the
respondents expressed interest towards engaging within many different of the chapter
activities and positions. Among the responses, the most frequent was the reception, followed
by KFK and then FARMEN. All responses to the question of the reason for engaging was of
two kinds, either for social reasons of for personal development showing that the chapter
has a strong position in the student’s social life. Also, bear in mind that the largest part of the
questionnaire was collected from first year students early in their year, giving many intense
exposure to the reception and KFK and who at the time possibly hadn’t had the time to
familiarize themselves much with the other parts of the chapter.
Among those who responded that they’re not engaged within the chapter, around half (47) of
the respondents mentioned lack of time as a factor. Also, a significant amount (29)
expressed a lack of interest in engaging, sometimes in conjunction with engagements
elsewhere. There was also a group who expressed some interest (12), but felt uncertain on
how to or what they can contribute with.
Further, a few frequent opinions expressed under the general opinion question are
presented. The interest for more activities at the chapter is apparent, where the request for
more sport is the most prominent one. Also, a wish for more music related activities were
expressed. There were also several who expressed a negative opinion towards the chapter
organization and culture as an obstacle in engaging here. Either in that the SM are too long
and unorganized, or that the active members are socially excluding, where also the
recruitment to FARMEN was mentioned as problematic several times. A conclusion from this
is that the chapter has a possibility to increase the engagement level if a more transparent
and accessible method of how to engage and start the activities which holds interest (e.g. for
what and how to request money from the project fund).

3.Interviews
The interviews were separated into a few “main themes”. The following text presents a
shortened version of the key points from the interviews as interpreted by the authors. The
results are presented per theme, listing all the interviewed chapter’s responses on that
theme.
Organization:
I:
The board are elected in May. Members of the board are the head of a group of committee.
These committees have a total of more than 200 people in engaged across all committees.
They have an election committee that prepares the elections. They recommend only one
person for each election.
during the elections, three minutes is given for presentation, three minutes for questions.
Concerning the info given out, they give out a brochure with information, and put up posters.
S:

Members of the board are the head of a group of committees such as SNO, KBM and the
head of business relations. The group may contain a single committee or several depending
on the position. A document exists where it states every person’s responsibilities, as well as
a lower limit of what has to be done.
M:
Every board member is a contact person to three different management groups.
They have an election committee that prepares the elections. They have the right to
recommend someone towards a position. The election committee give out a brochure with
information about the different positions and put up posters.
Five minutes is given for presentation and ten minutes for questions. If there is only one
candidate, 20 minutes is given for discussion, if there’s more than one candidate, there will
be a 40 minutes, head to head discussion between the candidates.

CL:
The engagement starts in the beginning of the calendar year, each member of the board is
responsible for a council that may contain several committees, depending on the council.
They’ve got an election committee that prepares the elections. They elect the people to
positions before the chapter meeting through casting anonymous votes on ballots and the
result is presented at the meeting.
Regarding information about the post, the one who is currently in that position will write a
summary of the responsibilities of the post.
Engagement level:
I:
A majority of the positions are appointed, and there are multiple applicants for some of the
posts. They have a few elected functionary positions, but each of the position have more
responsibility compared to Flygsektionen.
All of the committees have a lot of contact with the freshmen during the reception, and will
solve most recruiting through that.
S:
All of their positions are appointed, while some positions have more than one candidate.
They believe that it’s important to get the freshmen introduced into chapter engagement
quickly since there’s an issue with people who don’t get engaged in the chapter early tend to
feel like they don’t have a chance later. Older members that have had earlier experiences of
engagement within the chapter gets elected to the more prestigious positions.
M:
The chapter doesn’t have any vacancy problems but there is a lower engagement level for
the board. They put effort into the reception being involving, and believe that to be a big
reason behind the freshmen getting excited about getting engaged in the chapter. They
recruit people to the committees throughout the entire fall semester. All positions are
involved and appear during the reception as well as that they have a fair with all the
committees.

CL:
They have no vacancy problems. But there exists a tendency that the same group of people
hold the same group of positions and each year just switch among themselves.
They believe a big part of why they have such a good level of engagement is because it is
such a high level of familiarity among the chapter. The chapter is rather small and most
people know each other. During the reception they’ve got almost a 1:1 ratio between
phaddrar and the freshmen. They also have a very flat hierarchy and no bonuses for those
elected.
Openness:
I:
A central recruitment system is which prioritize recruiting someone without prior engagement
over someone with. This is done in order to get as many members as possible engaged in
their chapter. The committees themselves do the interviewing and chooses how many they
want to recruit. They implement a point system and are very open on how the selection
process is done.
S:
They’ve got a finite amount of positions in the different committees. To make sure the
elections are done without any bias they have a partial anonymity where candidates remove
their names in the presentation text.
M:
The number of recruits is limited for all groups with central recruitment. The responsible
people of the subgroups choose the people in that subgroup themselves, so there’s a risk of
nepotism. There is also a quota system in the recruitment for different groups.
CL:
Only the reception and KBM have a subgroups under them. The reception presidium is
chosen by the elected heads of the reception, and the subgroup is chosen by the presidium.
The board meetings are open for the whole section to listen in on, but other people don’t
usually show up.
Improvement:
I:
The I chapter is looking to do a template for a testament that will state the role of the position
for the successor. They also implement a “handover month” where both are in office. They
entice people to get engaged by letting the fonctionnaires get early bird tickets to the spring
ball, and sometimes a free ticket to a gasque in case of vacancy.
S:
The chapter has a clear operational plan where previous, and future goals are shown. This
gives a smooth transition to the new board each year. Every functionary position writes their
own operational story. Every subgroup has internal events, which in turn means that there
are less events for the whole chapter.

To entice people to get engaged they have a trip for the board and one for LAVA.
M:
The handover is done by a testament, which states what is supposed to be done. Since
there’s often internal recruitment, there’s not always a need for a testament.
To entice people into getting engaged they’ve a lot of internal gasque.
CL:
An operational plan is written by the retiring board. The auditors comprises of the earlier
years board, to preserve know-how and understanding. A written handover-template must
be filled in, in addition to individual handover meetings. They have also started with a
“hand-over-hang-out” to get to know each other better.
In addition to the operational plan they also have a long term 5-year plan witch is primarily
not changed on a yearly basis. They entice people by having medals and team building
activities.

5.Conclusions
A few conclusions from the questionnaires and interviews will be presented in this chapter.
●

The problem exists and is relatively big.
The difference between engagement level at our chapter and some other chapters is
not only appeared, but notable when talking to representatives of other chapters.
This is mainly apparent in that they may fill all their positions, as well as having
several candidates for most well in advance of the meeting.

●

Meeting structure is a big reason where ours tend to be too long and silly.
Several questionnaire respondents pointed to the meeting structure as an issue in
engagement. In addition to that all the interviewees spoke of meetings below 5 hours
with much stricter time limits and discussion forms able to maintain interest and focus
to a higher degree.

●

Fewer elections during Chapter meetings
We have by far more election then any of the other chapters and chapter meeting 4
have more elected position during one meeting than any of the other chapters. The
other chapters only elected a head of each sub organisation and then let each of the
other sub organisation elect their own group.

●

Election documents before the meeting that answer and present the candidate
All of the other chapters had an election committee made a document presenting
each of the candidate and had them answer a few questions before the meeting. The
effect of having this done and sent out before the meeting is that the meeting
becomes more efficient as well as inclusive.

●

The organisation is structured into different sub organisations where the
leader of each sub organisation is elected during a chapter meeting.

Several of the other chapters had a structural difference from us where you divide the
chapter into sub organisations that all have a group that they work with instead of
having our system with elections for each individual position and project. Only the
post found in appendix 7.4 organisational chart are elected.
●

Smaller cluster of head of sub organizations meeting instead of everyone in a
leading position meeting.
All of the other chapters had a different leadership structure where each of the board
members were in charge of a group of different sub organisations that held meetings
and worked as a forum to discuss different topics. see appendix 7.4 organisational
chart

●

All other chapters have election committees that prepare the elections.
The role of the election committee is much larger and includes finding candidates
well in advance of the meeting.

●

Several chapter implement that the election committee make recommendations
The implementation is supposedly accepted and appreciated by “most members”.

●

Internal recruitment within a group
Only the head(s) of a group is elected at the chapter meeting, the remainder are
recruited by the group. Different systems for how these recruitments are performed
have been observed, but have all put stress on some kind of objectivity being
included i the process. Several had predefined maximum limits for the number of
recruitments to each group.

●

Central elections are held at the same time and all applicants must apply each
year
The benefit of this is both in terms of predictability, that you know when to apply, as
well as that you ensure that only those who maintain an interest stay.

●

No apparent better system for distribution of information from the chapter to
its members was found.
All chapters seem to struggle with distribution of information to some extent and there
doesn’t appear to be any “magic fix”.

●

No apparent difference in the amount or spread of activities at the chapter.
Some chapters, granted, had more activities at the chapter, but not in an outstanding
manner and Flygsektionen probably is in line with what can be expected.

●

The Åre skiing trip is held by the sports committee or by a separate post

●

A larger funkisgasque and more benefits of having functionnaire status.
A larger event and benefits is motivated by the overall interest of having a better
functioning chapter as active members consider that they are given something in
return for their efforts.

6.Recommendations
We strongly believe that one key to increasing the engagement level on the chapter lies in
changing the chapter meeting structure. A few key aspects of this are:
1. Shorten the meeting time down to below 5 hours
2. Reduce the number of elected position held at each meeting
3. Enforce a default time limits for presentation, questions and discussion in relation to
decisions.
4. Change and extend the role of the election committee.
5. A short document that states what each position should do throughout the year.
6. A more comprehensive handover between each year to make sure information is
transferred.
A few recommendations for how to reach this are presented below.
1. Elect only a head of each group at the meeting.
2. Introduce internal recruitment for the group under said head of group. There should
be a transparent process with defined criteria for who’s elected into a group to ensure
equality and avert elitism.
3. Make the election committee into a larger group with a clearly defined purpose which
includes finding suitable people to nominate for each post and give the election
committee the right to recommend (förorda) a person for a post. The election
committee should be exempt from internal recruitment and should be elected at one
chapter meeting or split into two chunks. Other candidates may nominate themselves
in dispute with the opinion of the election committee, but in most cases the vote will
go without conflict in accordance with the recommendation, according to statements
of interviewees.
4. Questions to the candidates may be sent and responded to in advance, and most
answers will be state in the election committee report before the meeting. This is
done to promote efficiency and equality
5. That the statement done by the Election committee is sent out well in time before the
meeting.
6. Increase the benefits of having a status as funktionär, priorities to buy tickets, bigger
thank you party.
7. A better handover between each year where all current posts meet with their
successor and discuss the role. In addition to this a written testament which includes
the activities of the elected during the year of election is handed over to successor.
It is the intention of the board to hold a workshop open for all chapter members, mainly
focusing on discussing the following points during the next semester in order to see what
propositions to move forwards with.

7.Appendix
7.1Questionnaire

7.2Questionnaire answers

Sum questionnaire engagement
Total respondents : 134+66=200
Gender:
M:
106+47=153
F:
27+17 =44
O:
1+2
=3
T-year:
18:
89+5 =94
17:
39+13 =52
<17:
2+28 =30
Has/wants to:
57+36 =93
Of which, within:
Board:
5+3
=8
Farmen:
9+3
=12
KFK:
20+8 =28
Reception:
37+9 =46
Equality:
2+1
=3
Studysocial: 4+2
=6
Integr:
1+0
=1
Amidala:
1+1
=2
Songleader: 2+0
=2
Socialworker: 1+0
=1
Jubilee:
1+4
=5
Auditor:
0+1
=1
Reasons:
Social+personal dev.:
7+18
Not engaged:
63+29 =92
Reason:
Time:
40+7
Info:
1+1
Not sure how/what: 1+11
Other reasons:
22+7
Jargon:
1
Suggestions/complaints:

=25

=47
=2
=12
=29
=1

Spex

2

Music related event

3

Div. Activities

10

All’s well

4

Sports

14

Language barrier

2

Chapter silly/
closed/unserious

10

Games

1

Better wine

2

HP-Pub

1

7.3 Interview questions
Fråga om hur eran organisation ser ut:
När blir ni valda?
Hur sitter ni?
Har ni styrelse-LG?
Vilka poster har ni i LG-styrelse?
Hur jobbar ni i styrelsen-LG?
Frågor om val:
Hur aktiv är valnämnden? Har ni förberedande valinstanser?
Hur fungerar valen?
Hur marknadsför ni val?
Hur mycket info ger ni ut kring?
Hur ser engagemangs nivån ut på sektionen:
Ledningspositioner?
Funktionärspositioner?
Har ni vakans problem?
Vad Tycker du har fungerar bra och nyckel till varför ni har ett bra sektionsengagemang?
Hur är öppenheten:
Hur väljs undergrupper?
Får alla varar med?
Hur kommunicerar styret utåt?
Hur motverkar ni Elitism/uteslutning?
Arbetar ni aktivt vid att förbättra/upprätthålla:
Förbättring inom organisationen?
Överlämning?
Alkoholvanor?
Har ni någon morot?
Hur arbetar ni med föredöme
Övrigt:
Vad gör LG-Styrelsen under mottagningen?
Hur många event är det på mottagningen, vilken typ av event?
Vilka typer av aktiviteter har ni förutom fest/bar verksamhet?
Vilka medlemsförmåner har ni samt hur mycket utnyttjas dem?

7.4 Organisation chart
Sektionen för Industriell ekonomi

Sektionen för Civilingenjör & Lärare

Maskinsektionen

